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With heavy equipment moving rapidly in extreme conditions, the warehouse and delivery 
dock are tough places for a mobile computing device to survive. Machined and crafted 
from the highest quality durable polymers and solid aluminum, ProClip forklift mounts 
and mobile device charging cradles and holders are made to withstand the shock and 
vibration found in today’s warehouse equipment. Our Forklift Mounts are firmly clamped 
to flat bars and equipment frames and feature adjustable, solid core aluminum arms with 
interlocking joints capable of supporting hundreds of pounds of sheer weight. Devices 
are securely seated into place in our cradles and holders with innovative ratcheting 
retention arms and protected by rugged acetal side walls. Industrial grade connectors 
and electronics ensure dependable charging performance in spite of daily exposure to 
extreme shock and vibration.

From hand-held mobile computers to tablets of most every make and model, ProClip offers 
custom cradles to secure and power your mobile computing device. Whether clamped to 
the forklift cage, warehouse cart, handrail, or connected to a truck dashboard, ProClip has 
a unique and durable solution to help you get the most out of your mobile devices.

Rugged Mounts for Extreme Conditions
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Why choose
ProClip?

Experience, expertise, commitment to quality products, 
and exceptional service… whichever matters most 
to you, the ProClip team makes it a priority to bring 
them all to every customer relationship and project. 
Designing innovative vehicle mount solutions since 
1983 and serving the North American market since 
2004, ProClip supports a significant installed base of 
enterprise clients in many industries and a growing 
network of loyal partners who insist on ProClip mounts 
for their enterprise mobility projects.

Mobile Computer MountsStandard Forklift MountsHeavy Duty Forklift Mounts

Mobile Printer MountsConsumer Tablet MountsRugged Tablet Mounts

Custom designed for secure 
fit to device, charging and 
non‑charging, wide range of 
makes/models

Ball joint style for quick 
adjustment and wide range 
of motion, for handhelds and 
small to mid‑sized tablets

Solid core aluminum clamp and 
arms, extreme strength with 
adjustability, for larger/heavier 
devices

Device-specific custom mounts 
for a range of mobile printers

‘Tough Sleeve’ tablet enclosure 
for drop‑tested protection with 
integrated charging and a quick 
release docking interface

Device-specific custom vehicle 
cradles for enterprise grade 
tablets, charging, key locking, 
data integration



Heavy Duty Mounts
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ProClip Heavy Duty Forklift Mounts 
combine the significant clamping strength 
of two solid aluminum plates with our 
heavy‑duty, interlocking pedestal 
mount system. This enables the 
secure mounting of your tablet 
or other mobile device on 
forklifts or heavy industrial 
machinery.

4” Forklift Mount
P/N 215888

6” Forklift Mount
P/N 215889

8” Forklift Mount
P/N 215890

Slotted AMPS holes offer full industry 
compatibility with adjustability.

Interlocking teeth in the joints 
ensure the pedestal will never sag, 
even under heavy loads and in 
rugged environments.

Four sets of AMPS hole patterns 
allow for custom adjustment.

Included hardware to fit 
any bar from ⅛” to 5 ⅛” 
thick and up to 3 ⅜” wide.

Friction pads provide a secure hold 
and protect the forklift finish.

Wingnuts make adjustments to 
the pedestal quick and easy.

10” Forklift Mount
P/N 215891



Standard Duty Mounts
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ProClip Standard Duty Forklift Mount …
aluminum plates with our standard duty, 
ball joint pedestal mount system. A 
secure and cost effective solution 
for mounting your tablet or other 
mobile device on forklifts or 
heavy industrial machinery.

6 ½” Forklift Mount
2 ¾” Clamp

AMPS holes offer full 
industry compatibility.

Textured ball joints are fully adjustable 
and stay secured in place.

Included hardware to fit any 
bar from ⅛” to 5 ⅛” thick.

Friction pads provide a secure 
hold and protect forklift finish.

Wingnuts make adjustments to 
the pedestal quick and easy.

6 ½” Forklift Mount
3 ¾” Clamp

P/N 215979 P/N 215981
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Heavy Duty Pedestals
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Vibration dampers are available to 
mitigate even the hardest shocks 
and bumps common in warehouse 
environments

ProClip’s unique Quick Release Power 
Dock (QRPD) provides easy swapping of 
devices with a powered connection to 
the device

Use the VESA plate adapter to mount 
any 75mm or 100mm VESA compatible 
device

Heavy Duty pedestal mounts are made from solid 
aluminum. Extension rods of various lengths and 
other accessories can be easily assembled into a 
custom configuration to meet your needs. The joints 
feature interlocking teeth secured by either locknuts 
for a fixed mount position or wingnuts for quick and 
easy adjustments.

2” Extension with 90° Twist
2” Extension

4” Extension
6” Extension

8” Extension



Mobile Computer Holders
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ProClip offers an extensive line of custom 
holders for handheld mobile computers and 
data collection devices from the industry 
leading device manufacturers. Each holder is 
custom fit to the device and comes with the 
features you want. Our holders are designed 
to accommodate device peripherals such as 
hand straps and extended life batteries. 
Choose from features including charging, 
non-charging, friction fit, and device 
retention arms for the most secure hold in 
demanding conditions. As always our mobile 
computer holders are AMPS compatible 
and therefore ready to attach to any ProClip 
Forklift, Pedestal or Dashboard Mount.

AMPS (30mm x 38mm) 
industry standard mounting 
hole pattern on all ProClip 
device holders

Tilt swivel provides 360° 
rotation for landscape or 
portrait viewing as well as 
17.5° multi-directional tilt

Integrated charging with 
Hard‑Wired or CLA interface

Retention arms keep mobile 
computers securely seated in 
the holder in spite of vibration



Rugged Tablet Cradles
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Integrated 12 or 24 volt charging with 
Hard‑Wired or CLA Interface

Keyed locks or spring locks provide 
extra security for your investment

Rugged acetal corner bumpers protect 
the device from bumps and drops

Each ProClip tablet holder / cradle is custom designed for a perfect fit to your rugged 
tablet of choice and offers features such as integrated charging, data connection, 
durable fitted corner bumpers, spring or key locks, AMPS / VESA mounting patterns, 
and accessories such as hand straps, extended life batteries and expansion modules. 
Our tablet cradles offer strength, durability and a precise fit without the bulk of generic 
one-size-fits-all solutions on the market. Simply attach Tablet Cradle of choice to a 
ProClip Forklift or Pedestal Mount and your materials handling crew can begin to utilize 
today’s mobile technology in ways they never thought possible.



‘Tough Sleeve’ Tablet Enclosures
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Protect, mount, and power the tablet of your choice in our custom Tough Sleeve 
enclosures. Precision machined from durable high‑grade polymers, the Tough Sleeve 
provides the best impact resistance on the market. The Quick Release Power Dock 
docking/charging interface keeps the Tough Sleeve securely mounted while also allowing 
for quick, one‑handed insertion and removal from the mount. Packed with features, the 
Tough Sleeve is ready to meet the demands of the workplace and then some.

Integrated Power and Data: The Quick Release Power Dock

The Quick Release Power Dock (QRPD) is ProClip’s unique electro-mechanical docking 
interface. This quick on / off mount keeps the device secured in place and provides charging. 
Data integration is also available upon request. Building the power cables into the Tough 
Sleeve significantly improves cable and port life which is a leading cause of device failure. The 
Quick Release feature makes it effortless to swap devices and allows the device to be charged 
elsewhere, such as in an office, either by the ProClip’s indoor charging docks or the original 
changing cable that came with the device. For extra security, be sure to deploy our Key‑Locking 
Quick Release Power Dock.

Charging port for out‑of‑
vehicle charging

Felt pads provide additional 
scratch protection for the 
device

Bumpers milled into the 
frame provide support and 
reduce the impact of drops

Functionality is preserved 
for all buttons, ports, and 
cameras



Mobile Printer Mounts
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Each mount plate is custom fit to the 
printer

Charging is provided by ProClip’s unique 
Quick Release Power Dock (QRPD)

All ProClip mounts use the industry 
standard AMPS hole pattern for 
seamless interchangeability

ProClip has custom mounts for a variety of popular mobile printers. We have leveraged 
our unique Quick Release Dock system to enable rapid installation and swapping of 
printers as needed. Several models feature integrated charging and even keyed locks for 
added security. All ProClip mobile printer mounts are made with the industry standard 
AMPS 4‑hole pattern for easy attachment to any of our 
dozens of available mounts such as forklift mounts, 
pipe/handlebar clamps, swivels and pedestal 
mounts. Virtually anywhere within the 
warehouse that you need to mount 
your mobile printer, ProClip has a 
mounting solution ready to go.
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ProClip and our exclusive manufacturing partner, Brodit AB, have over 30 years of 
experience in the design and production of high quality mobile device holders, charging 
cradles and mounts that facilitate the merger between mobile technology and workers. 
Our innovative designs improve worker safety and productivity by keeping mobile 
devices secure, fully charged and within easy reach.

ProClip products are custom fit for virtually every vehicle model and handheld device 
available including smartphones, tablets, mobile computers, mobile printers, two‑way 
radios, navigation systems, satellite radios, and more.

Offer your customers more with ProClip mounting solutions.

ProClip USA, Inc., headquartered in Madison, WI, was founded in 2004 as the exclusive 
North American distributor of ProClip mobile mounting solutions manufactured by 
Brodit AB of Karlsborg, Sweden.

• Off-The-Shelf: Purpose-built and precision made device 
cradles and mounts ready for deployment.

• Custom Design: Request a custom solution to meet your 
specifications.

• Hybrid Solution: Request a modification to an existing 
ProClip solution to meet your specifications.

• Rapid Prototyping: Minimal cost, quick-turn around 
prototyping of custom products.

• Minimal MOQs: Our approach to manufacturing enables us 
to easily produce only a few units or hundreds of units for 
your project without typical MOQ requirements.
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Jason Bridwell

Joe Munson

+1 608.350.1919
jason.bridwell@proclipusa.com

+1 608.960.9507
joe.munson@proclipusa.com
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